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Abstract

We introduce a framework for understanding knowledge production in which: knowledge is produced in stages (along a research
to development continuum) and in three discrete categories (science and understanding, tools and technology, and societal use and

behavior); and knowledge in the various stages and categories is produced both non-interactively and interactively. The framework
attempts to balance: our experiences as working scientists and technologists, our best current understanding of the social processes
of knowledge production, and the possibility of mathematical analyses. It offers a potential approach both to improving our basic
understanding, and to developing tools for enterprise management, of the knowledge-production process.
Published by Elsevier B.V.
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1. Introduction

This work is an outgrowth of a strategic-planning
exercise in which we asked the question: how can a
small science-centric organization best contribute to
a larger technology-centric research-and-development
laboratory of which it is part. As we initiated this exer-
cise, we surveyed existing frameworks within which we
might debate and answer that question. None were found
satisfactory. We did find, however, potential elements for
such a framework from two communities asking related

questions.

A first potential element stemmed from the ideas
of Kuhn (1962) and other philosophers of science,
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isruptive innovation

who viewed knowledge production as proceeding in
stages: “revolutionary” science creating new paradigms
for understanding the world, and “normal” science
extending those paradigms and imbuing them with
richness and depth. These stages conveyed a sense
of trajectory, and one could easily imagine that, in
emphasizing different portions of such trajectories, a
science-centric organization would contribute differ-
ently to the technology-centric laboratory of which it
is part.

A second potential element stemmed from the ideas
of Bush (1945), Stokes (1997) and other knowledge pro-
duction policy-makers or political scientists, who viewed
science as embedded in a larger national (and even
global) science and technology environment. Science

could be produced with various degrees of interactiv-
ity with that environment, and one could easily imagine
that, in emphasizing different degrees of interactivity,
a science-centric organization would again contribute
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ifferently to the technology-centric laboratory of which
t is part.

Both of these elements were reasonable, and accepted
o some degree within their own communities. They had
ot yet, however, been combined as elements of a larger
nd more practically useful framework for knowledge
roduction. Hence, we took a detour (rather significant,
s it turns out) to develop a framework based on just
uch a combination and on following that combination
o some of its logical conclusions.

We call this framework “Galileo’s stream.” That name
s intended to convey the sense in which we are general-
zing the work of Donald Stokes, who coined the phrase
Pasteur’s quadrant” (Stokes, 1997), to include more
arieties of knowledge production. It is also intended
o convey a sense of the importance of these other vari-
ties, one of which we call Galileo’s stream, in which
ew technology enables breakthroughs in science.

Although one might view this new framework as sim-
ly a generalization of Pasteur’s quadrant, one might
lso view this generalization as necessary for a more
ne-grained, or “micro,” description of knowledge pro-
uction. Indeed, we are cautiously optimistic that this
ore fine-grained description might someday enable a

uantitative dynamical theory of knowledge production.
uch a theory could supplement and rationalize a large
nd growing body of observations and case histories of
nowledge production processes (see, e.g., Freeman and
oete, 1997 and Mokyr, 2002). And such a theory could
erhaps eventually be linked with economic models of
rowth in which knowledge and ideas play a central role
Romer, 1994; Jones, 2002; Tang, 2005).

The Galileo’s stream framework is organized into
hree “layers,” which we discuss in turn.

In Section 2, we introduce the foundational layer
f the framework. We call this layer the “knowledge-
roduction space” layer because its central feature is that
nowledge is produced in a space with two dimensions:
ne which spans a paradigm-creation-to-paradigm-
xtension (Research to Development) continuum, and
nother which spans three discrete categories (Science
nd Understanding, Tools and Technology, and Societal
se and Behavior). Though these two dimensions seem

ndividually straightforward, we find that in combination
hey lead to rich and intriguing insights. One of the most
mportant of these insights is: science is not the same as
esearch, and technology is not the same as development;
ut, rather, science, technology and behavior all proceed

long analogous research to development continua.

In Section 3, we introduce the middle layer of the
ramework. This layer is based on the observation that
he character and trajectories of knowledge production in
cy 37 (2008) 330–352 331

one category (e.g., science) depend strongly on whether
or how it interacts with knowledge production in other
categories (e.g., technology). We call the various tra-
jectories “streams”: 6 are “pure” and do not involve
direct interactions between knowledge categories; 12
are “mixed” and do involve direct interactions between
knowledge categories. The collection of these streams
we call the middle, “knowledge-production streams,”
layer of the framework.

In Section 4, we explore the top layer of the frame-
work. We call this layer the “knowledge-production
systems” layer, because its central feature is that, even
as knowledge production in various categories can
be described by knowledge-production streams, the
knowledge-production streams themselves must link
to form a dynamical system of knowledge produc-
tion. These links are mediated by knowledge itself:
knowledge-production streams produce knowledge, and
knowledge is the driving force for the knowledge-
production streams. This dynamic, made complex by
the many types of knowledge and knowledge-production
streams, nonetheless lends itself to mathematical treat-
ment via rate equations. We discuss two simple examples
of such rate-equation treatments. We also discuss some
of the ways in which the links (the effectiveness with
which knowledge is a driving force for the knowledge-
production streams) can sometimes by weakened by
“valleys of death.”

Finally, in Section 5 we discuss some limitations of
the framework, in particular some of the most impor-
tant difficulties that would need to be addressed for the
framework to make further progress.

2. Knowledge-production space

The foundational layer of the Galileo’s stream frame-
work is sketched as the triangular “ST&B–R&D prism”
in Fig. 1. It is intended to convey a knowledge-production
space with the two dimensions discussed in Section
1, each dimension reflecting an important distinction
between different varieties of knowledge production.
The first (vertical) dimension has to do with the stage
of knowledge production—what we generically call
the research vs. development distinction. The second
(horizontal) dimension has to do with the category of
knowledge production—what we call the science vs.
technology vs. behavior distinction.
2.1. Research and development (R&D)

The vertical dimension of the ST&B–R&D space is
based on the notion that knowledge production proceeds
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Fig. 1. An ST&B–R&D diagram. The vertical axis represents a con-
tinuum of knowledge production increments from Research (paradigm

creation) to Development (paradigm extension). The legs of the trian-
gular prism represent three discrete knowledge-production categories:
“science and understanding,” “tools and technology,” and “societal use
and behavior.”

in stages, and that these stages can be characterized
using the concept of “paradigm.” In the realm of sci-
ence, we take this concept to mean something like
“accepted examples of actual scientific practice. . . from
which spring particular coherent traditions of scientific
research” (Kuhn, 1962, p. 10).

One might say that: we solve puzzles; in solving them
we create examples, or paradigms, for solving classes of
puzzles; these paradigms grow in generality and influ-
ence as they are extended and applied to more and more
puzzles.1 Hence, one can think of knowledge as being
produced in stages: “revolutionary” knowledge produc-
tion, in which new paradigms are created, followed
by “normal” knowledge production, in which existing
paradigms are fleshed out and extended.

Both paradigm creation and paradigm extension can
be challenging and difficult. Revolutionary research is
obviously so; but even normal research involves “achiev-
ing the anticipated in a new way, and it requires the

solution of all sorts of complex instrumental, concep-
tual, and mathematical puzzles” (Kuhn, 1962, p. 36).
However, paradigm creation must surely be considered

1 Note that, whether of a paradigm creation or extension character,
what producers of knowledge “do” might be thought of as either “puz-
zle solving” (following Kuhn, 1962, pp. 36–38) or “problem solving”
(following perhaps more conventional usage). A disadvantage of the
former terminology is that it seems to trivialize what producers of
knowledge do; a disadvantage of the latter terminology is that it seems
to imply a use-motivation to the object of study that may or may not
actually be present. As we shall see later, we view type of motivation
to be a crucial but orthogonal characteristic of knowledge production,
and hence opt for the more use-neutral terminology “puzzle solving.”
cy 37 (2008) 330–352

a larger increment of knowledge than paradigm exten-
sion.

The vertical axis of the ST&B–R&D prism shown in
Fig. 1 reflects these ideas. If the knowledge produced
involves major paradigm shifts and larger increments of
knowledge, then it would be represented near the top
of the vertical axis; if it involves minor paradigm shifts
and smaller increments of knowledge, then it would be
represented near the bottom of the vertical axis. Note
that we view this distinction as not black and white, but
as continuous—whether knowledge production involves
paradigm creation or paradigm extension is a question
of degree rather than of kind.

Indeed, one might argue that the distinction between
paradigm creation and extension is blurry, and one that
can really only be made retrospectively. At the time it
is being produced, an increment of knowledge is not
easy to position, even relatively, along the vertical axis
of Fig. 1. Nevertheless, such positioning is considered
a central task of virtually all research and development
administrators.2 Hence, we suggest that the paradigm
creation and extension distinction is important, but that
metrics for quantifying the distinction for knowledge
production in the present are simply more probabilis-
tic and error-prone than those for knowledge production
in the past (Chen et al., 2002).

Moreover, there are indications that the concept of a
paradigm is, at the level of the individual, consistent with
emerging models of human cognition as nested hierar-
chies of patterns used in predicting time-sequences of
sensory observations (Hawkins, 2004). The leap from a
pattern as a mental construct in the mind of an individual
to a pattern as a paradigm in the collective knowledge
stock of society is a large one, but clearly there are par-
allels. The counter-intuitive expression attesting to the
strength of paradigms, “I’ll see it when I believe it,”
applies just as well to individuals in ordinary life (Yariv,
2002) as to individuals in scientific research communi-
ties (Kuhn, 1962).

Of course, we recognize that “paradigm creation”
and “paradigm extension” are not the most common of

terminologies. Hence, we think it is helpful to capture
the distinction between the two with more-commonly
used terminology. Perhaps the terminology that best does

2 For example, the National Science Foundation, in evaluating
research proposals, asks “to what extent does the proposed activity sug-
gest and explore creative and original concepts?” (NSF, 2004, Chapter
III); Sandia National Laboratories’ Laboratory Directed Research and
Development program has as one of its principle objects to “foster cre-
ativity and stimulate exploration of forefront science and technology”
(DOE, 2001).
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o, albeit imperfectly, is “research” and “development.”
lthough there is considerable variation in usage, the
ord “research” often suggests the possibility, if not like-

ihood, of creating something new and unexpected; it can
erhaps be loosely identified with paradigm creation.
he word “development,” in contrast, often suggests
xtending in an expected way something that already
xists; it can perhaps be loosely identified with paradigm
xtension.

Hence, although the word “research” is rich with other
onnotations, we denote its narrower, paradigm-creation
spect with the symbol R, and associate it with the upper
ortion of the ST&B–R&D prism. Likewise, although
he word “development” is rich with other connotations,
e denote its narrower, paradigm-extension aspect with

he symbol D, and associate it with the lower portion of
he ST&B–R&D prism.

.2. Science, technology and behavior (ST&B)

The second (horizontal) dimension of the ST&B–
&D space is based on our postulate that there are

hree discrete and qualitatively different categories of
nowledge, each with its own community and system of
alues.

The first category we think of as science and
nderstanding, in which we juxtapose science with
nderstanding to emphasize the notion that the essence
f science is to understand. An idealized set of val-
es associated with this community is: universalism,
ommunism, organized skepticism, and disinterested-
ess (Merton, 1973).3 These values lead, among other
hings, to the community of scientists’ heavy emphasis
n journal articles published in the open literature.

The second category we think of as tools and tech-
ology, in which we juxtapose technology with tools
o emphasize the notion that the goal of technology is
ools that are not ends in themselves, but are means to
ther ends. Some of the idealized values associated with

he community of technologists, such as universalism,
re shared with the community of scientists. Some, such
s communism and disinterestedness, are not. Owner-
hip of technological knowledge, unlike that of scientific

3 Universalism means that scientific claims are not accepted or
ejected based on personal or social attributes of their protagonist
race, nationality, religion, class, and personal qualities are irrelevant).
ommunism means that scientific knowledge “belongs” not to the pro-

agonist, but to the larger community. Organized skepticism means that
ll scientific claims must be subject to testing by the larger commu-
ity. Disinterestedness means that scientific claims are made without
onsiderations of personal gain.
cy 37 (2008) 330–352 333

knowledge, is more commonly given to an individual or
an institution, rather than to the larger community. These
differing values lead, among other things, to the com-
munity of technologists’ greater emphasis on secrecy
(Dasgupta and David, 1994), on patents whose purpose
is formal legal ownership, or on technological artifacts
themselves (De Solla Price, 1965).

The third category we think of as societal use and
behavior, where we juxtapose behavior with societal
use to emphasize that it is the behavior of individuals
in a society that is paramount, though this behavior is
surely moderated by whatever science and technology
are (or are not) available. One might think of the val-
ues of this community as being those associated with
human civilization as a whole, with origins in the com-
plex interactions between human biology and the social
and physical environment it is embedded in (Wilson,
1998).

To concretize what we mean by these three communi-
ties, it may be helpful to estimate their relative sizes in a
modern society such as the U.S. From National Science
Foundation figures for 2003 (NSB, 2006, Table 5-11),
roughly 1 × 105 science and engineering doctorate hold-
ers employed in academia in the U.S. self-identified
research as their primary activity. We take this to be
a crude estimate of the community of scientists in
the U.S., recognizing that it both overcounts (since
we mean only to include the community of scientists,
not the community of technologists) and undercounts
(since the community of scientists is not confined to
academia). Also from National Science Foundation fig-
ures for 2003 (NSB, 2006, Table 3-1), roughly 5 × 106

people in the U.S. were employed in science and engi-
neering occupations. We take this to be a crude estimate
of the community of technologists in the U.S., recog-
nizing again that it both overcounts (since not all of
those employed in science and engineering occupations
are actually producers of technology knowledge) and
undercounts (since the community of technologists is
not confined to science and engineering occupations).
Finally, in 2003, the population of the U.S. was about
3 × 108 (U.S. Census Bureau, May 2004). We take this
to be the size of the overall community of societal use
and behavior within which the communities of scientists
and technologists reside and with which they interact.

By these rough estimates, then, the community of
scientists (1 × 105) is roughly 50× smaller than the
community of technologists (5 × 106), which is in turn

roughly 60× smaller than the community of the entire
nation (3 × 108). It is rather astonishing that the commu-
nity of technologists can have such a significant impact
on the much larger community of societal use with which
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it interacts; and that the community of scientists can have
such a significant impact on the much larger community
of technologists with which it interacts. However, like a
rudder steering a ship, small increments of knowledge
in one category can apparently enable large increments
of knowledge in another category.

Our second distinction, then, is based on the notion
that these three categories (ST&B) of knowledge are
fundamentally distinct. This notion is not without con-
troversy. Particularly in modern times, the processes
of creating knowledge in these three categories often
rely on a common infrastructure, so it can be diffi-
cult to distinguish between them. For example, both
the Nobel-prize-winning science of semiconductor het-
erostructures (Kroemer, 1963; Alferov, 2001) and the
technology breakthroughs in high-frequency transistors
(Mimura et al., 1980) that enable large-scale societal
use of cellular telephony (Larson, 1998) make use of
high-purity layered semiconductor materials. But this
example illustrates only that there is a complex and
beneficial “dancing partner” (De Solla Price, 1965) rela-
tionship between the different categories of knowledge
(a relationship that we explore further in Section 3),
not that the categories are the same. Also, though the
outcomes of ST&B knowledge production are very dif-
ferent, some aspects of their production processes can
be viewed as similar (hypothesizing, experimenting, re-
hypothesizing, etc.). But this only means that there is
some commonality to the knowledge-production process
in the different categories, not, again, that the categories
are the same.

Indeed, that there is a qualitative difference between
science and technology has been discussed from the
earliest Greek philosophers, who distinguished between
episteme (knowledge) and techne (art) (Layton, 1974),
to the latest technology-management textbooks, from
which one reads that “science understands nature, and
technology manipulates nature” (Betz, 2003, p. 4). Our
view is that this difference is deep and fundamental, and
one that we see daily as managers and working scien-
tists/technologists. Given scarce resources, a choice must
often be made between fabricating a device intended to
elucidate why a certain behavior is observed, vs. fab-
ricating one intended to show how to achieve some
performance goal. The choice is often fiercely fought
even within a single project team, if the team contains
some individuals with a science predisposition and oth-
ers with a technology predisposition.
That there is a qualitative difference between technol-
ogy and societal use seems just as deep and fundamental.
Technology is the knowledge of how to do and make
things, separate from an understanding of what society
cy 37 (2008) 330–352

might wish to make use of. However, because technol-
ogy often arises in response to a societal use, and because
for many societal uses there exists an obvious enabling
technology, it is easy to blur the difference between them.
Nevertheless, we argue that there is a difference. Tools
and technologies exist, and can be improved, without
necessarily being motivated by a societal use. We all
know examples of “over tooling” (e.g., striving for the
most souped-up automobile engine, the most powerful
laser, or the most flexible software code), where improv-
ing the tool has taken on a life of its own well beyond
known societal uses. Such examples are commonplace in
many organizations, including our own Sandia National
Laboratories. On the one hand, these “über” tools can
seem like sandbox playthings irrelevant to a narrow
immediate set of applications. On the other hand, they
occasionally provide enormous but unanticipated rele-
vance to a wider set of applications.

The horizontal dimension of the ST&B–R&D prism
shown in Fig. 1 reflects the ST&B distinctions discussed
above. If the knowledge production is of a science and
understanding nature, then it would be placed in the S
column. If it is of a tools and technologies nature, then
it would be placed in the T column. If it is of a soci-
etal use and behavior nature, then it would be placed
in the B column. If it is a combination of knowledge
production in two categories, then it would be placed
in the area between those two columns. And if it is a
combination of knowledge production in all three cat-
egories, it would be placed in the volume between the
three columns.

Note that it is tempting to think of the horizontal
ST&B axes as continua, with the character of the knowl-
edge produced gradually changing, e.g., from S to T to
B. Our observation, however, is that the three ST&B cat-
egories of knowledge production have discontinuously
distinct community values and social structures. But just
as a person may simultaneously belong to multiple but
distinct social communities, knowledge production may
simultaneously produce knowledge in the three distinct
ST&B categories. Hence, our view is that knowledge
produced is best characterized as a weighted combina-
tion of discontinuously distinct ST&B categories, rather
than as a position along a difficult-to-define ST&B con-
tinua.

Also note that these three categories of knowledge
roughly map onto emerging notions in cognitive psy-
chology on human memory systems (Tulving, 1985),

and onto emerging notions in organizational science
on knowledge management (Garud, 1997). Science and
understanding maps to semantic, or “know why” knowl-
edge; tools and technology maps to procedural, or “know
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ow” knowledge; societal use and behavior maps to
pisodic, or “know what” knowledge.

.3. Independence of R&D and ST&B

The ST&B–R&D distinctions discussed above can
e thought of as a visualization tool for mapping knowl-
dge production in terms of two orthogonal (vertical and
orizontal) dimensions. An implicit assumption under-
ying this visualization is that these dimensions, and
he distinctions between R&D and ST&B, are mutually
ndependent (or orthogonal). Such independence, if true,
as three important consequences.

The first consequence of the independence between
&D and ST&B is that, insofar as all three categories
f technical knowledge production follow similar down-
ard paths of paradigm creation and extension, they all
ave the potential for independent development. None
re seen to be necessarily foundational to the others,
nd none are necessarily elevated to greater or lesser
importance.”

The second consequence of the independence
etween R&D and ST&B is that all three categories of
echnical knowledge are produced in analogous stages
from paradigm creation to paradigm extension).4 That
his is so in the science category has been discussed
xtensively (Kuhn, 1962). That this might also be so
n the technology category has not been discussed as
xtensively, but it has been noted that if it were so, many
bservations regarding technology can be explained,
ncluding (Dosi, 1982): (a) that technology seems to
volve at times discontinuously, and at other times con-
inuously, and (b) that, once having evolved to a certain
oint, technologies appear to narrow into a restricted
et of possibilities, to the powerful exclusion of others.
hat this might also be so in the societal-use category
as also not been discussed as extensively. However,
ocietal-behavior patterns clearly evolve through simi-
ar S-curve-like stages (Rogers and Rogers, 2003) where
ary early adoption is followed by large-scale diffusion
nd dominance.
Indeed, it seems clear that for technology and

ocietal use, just as for science, paradigm extension
ccupies most efforts, with paradigm creation a much

4 Examples of major and inter-related paradigm shifts in the three
ategories are: (S) the shift in the first half of the 20th century from
lassical (deterministic) to quantum (probabilistic) mechanics; (T) the
hift in the second half of the 20th century from vacuum tubes to
ransistors for electrical switching and amplification; (B) the shift in the
ate 20th and early 21st centuries from off-line to on-line entertainment
nd learning.
cy 37 (2008) 330–352 335

more unusual event. After all, paradigms exist for a
reason—they provide an economy to our efforts, allow-
ing us to focus mainly on what has “stood the test of
time.” Most new ideas in most walks of life turn out not to
be useful, and rightly never become elevated to the status
of paradigm. When brave new ideas do achieve paradigm
status, they will be called different things (“discovery”
in science, “invention” in technology, and “revolution”
in societal behavior), but they will shape in similar ways
how the community perceives and understands reality.

The third consequence of the independence between
R&D and ST&B is that, because all three ST&B
categories of knowledge production proceed through
analogous stages of paradigm creation and extension,
none has a monopoly on research or development. In
other words, we reject the often-made identification of
research with science and understanding, and develop-
ment with tools and technologies. In our view, science,
though sometimes associated with it, does not have a
monopoly on research (paradigm creation), and tech-
nology, though more often associated with it, does not
have a monopoly on development (paradigm extension).
Instead, all three knowledge-production categories (sci-
ence, technology and behavior) encompass both research
(paradigm creation) and development (paradigm exten-
sion).

2.4. Example of ST&B–R&D diagram

To see the potential utility of the ST&B–R&D dia-
gram presented above, we show, in Fig. 2, an example of
a map of the calls-for-proposals for the 13 investment
areas of Sandia National Laboratories’ 2004 Labo-
ratory Directed Research and Development (LDRD)
program. This program is Sandia National Laboratories’
main instrument for “stimulating exploration of forefront
S&T” (DOE, 2001), and so it is of great interest to under-
stand how its funds are allocated. Note that, for viewing
convenience, we have cut the prism between the S and B
columns, then unfolded it so that it lays flat around the
T column. In this manner, we have reduced the dimen-
sionality of the map to two, at the expense of not being
able to represent calls-for-proposals that are combina-
tions of all three knowledge categories. In practice, for a
technology-centric laboratory such as Sandia, this does
not appear to be a significant limitation.

The map was created in a hybrid process in which
manual placement (human judgment) was iteratively

refined through comparisons with an automated place-
ment (lexical analysis) process.

The manual placement process was based on a careful
reading of the text (∼4 paragraphs) associated with each
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of the calls-for-proposals, followed by manual assign-
ment of two coordinates: a y coordinate according to the
degree to which the text called for high-risk “out-of-the-
box” proposals; an x coordinate according to the degree
to which the text was aimed at either science, technology,
or societal use.

The automated placement process was based on iden-
tifying key words and then assigning them x and y values.
For example, the words “insight” and “basic,” indicative
of science and understanding, were assigned x values of
0, while the words “system” and “enterprise,” indicative
of societal use and behavior, were assigned x values of
2. Or, for example, the words “revolution” and “disrup-
tive,” indicative of paradigm creation, were assigned y
values near 1, while the words “mature” and “improve,”
indicative of paradigm development, were assigned y
values near 0. Each keyword was also assigned a vari-
able weight, to reflect an unknown degree of ambiguity.
Finally, x and y coordinates for each call-for-proposal
were calculated by counting the number of instances
of each keyword, weighting that number by the key-
word value and weight, then averaging over all the
keywords. The weights were varied to minimize the
deviation between the manual and calculated x and y
coordinates.

Based on the deviations, the manual placements, and
the keyword value assignments in the automated place-

ment process, were refined. After a few iterations, the
manual and automated placements were in good agree-
ment, with the results shown in Fig. 2. Some of the
conclusions that can be drawn are listed here:

Fig. 2. The 13 investment areas of Sandia National Laboratories’ 2004 Labor
onto a two-dimensional ST&B–R&D diagram. The translucent white stripe is
be more research (paradigm creation) oriented, while the societal-use-oriented
oriented.
cy 37 (2008) 330–352

(1) The most heavily represented ST&B category was
tools and technology, with eleven out of the 13 of
the investment areas. This is not surprising, given
the technology-centricity of Sandia National Labo-
ratories mentioned above.

(2) About half (six) of the investment areas lie on
the societal use side of technology. This is also
not surprising, given the historical mission orienta-
tion of Sandia National Laboratories. Of these, four
could perhaps have been anticipated, since they are
titled after mission areas: nuclear weapons strategic
objectives, non-proliferation and materials control,
emerging threats, and energy and critical infrastruc-
ture. However, two would have been difficult to
anticipate, as they are titled after technology areas
and also have strong ties to science: electronics and
photonics, and computational and information sci-
ences. It may be an indication of the maturity or
immediate-mission-relevance of these technologies
that their calls-for-proposals were mapped so closely
to societal use. It is also a caution to management
that their ties to science, at least in Sandia’s LDRD
investment portfolio, may be weakening.

(3) About half (six) of the investment areas lie on the
science side of technology. This is also not surpris-
ing, given the importance of science to advanced
technology. Of these, the approximate positioning

of four of them could be anticipated: pulsed power,
materials science and technology, and engineering
sciences, which are positioned towards technology;
science and technology strategic objectives, which

atory Directed Research and Development (LDRD) program, mapped
indicative of a trend that the science-oriented investment areas tend to
investment areas tend to be more development (paradigm extension)
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is positioned towards science. However, two would
have been difficult to anticipate. First, biotechnol-
ogy, which is widely considered to have extremely
strong ties to science, is positioned towards tech-
nology. This positioning may be an indication that
Sandia is a newcomer to this area, and has chosen
to enter it by exploiting and emphasizing synergies
with its strong existing technology base. Second,
chemical and earth sciences, titled partly after a
mission area, is positioned towards science. This
positioning may be an indication that this area is old
to Sandia, and has existing technology strength, but
that to tackle challenging new problems (e.g., nat-
ural resource utilization and sustainability) stronger
ties to science are viewed to be essential.

4) The two “paradigm maturity” R&D zones are rela-
tively evenly represented. Understandably, the most
conservative and “in the box” investment area was
nuclear weapons strategic objectives, while the
least conservative and “out of the box” invest-
ment area was S&T strategic objectives. Indeed,
there is a rough diagonal trend (indicated as a
translucent white stripe in Fig. 2) in which sci-
ence orientation correlates to paradigm-creation
orientation, and societal-use orientation correlates
to paradigm-extension orientation. However, two
investment areas deviate from this trend. Non-
proliferation and materials control is both societal
use and paradigm-creation oriented, an indication

that this is a relatively new mission area for Sandia,
for which entirely new societal uses may emerge
when exposed to existing Sandia technology. Elec-
trons and photonics is also both societal use and

ig. 3. Knowledge-production “streams,” with their exemplars, on an ST&B–
urved arcs represent “mixed” streams.
cy 37 (2008) 330–352 337

paradigm-creation oriented, an indication that exist-
ing Sandia technology is being applied to mission
areas new to Sandia, with the same possibility of
entirely new societal uses.

All of these conclusions are reasonable in hind-
sight. However, not all the conclusions were obvious in
foresight. Hence, such a mapping exercise can provide
valuable feedback both to the strategic thinking under-
lying the calls-for-proposals, as well as to the process by
which the strategic thinking is translated into the texts of
the calls-for-proposals.

3. Knowledge-production streams

We have discussed, in Section 2, the foundational,
“knowledge-production space” layer of the Galileo’s
stream framework. In this section, we discuss the middle,
“knowledge-production streams” layer of the Galileo’s
stream framework.

One way to think about these streams is as the tra-
jectories of natural sequences of knowledge-production
projects. In other words, as one project produces knowl-
edge of a certain character in knowledge-production
space, it gives rise to follow-on projects which naturally
produce knowledge of a different character.

3.1. Pure streams
In the simplest case, illustrated by the vertical
downward-pointing arrows in Fig. 3, one can imagine
knowledge production occurring independently in sci-
ence, technology and societal use. The natural trajectory

R&D diagram. The 6 vertical arrows represent “pure” streams; the 12
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of a sequence of projects then moves vertically down,
as paradigms are created in one project, then extended
in follow-on projects. Because knowledge production in
each of the vertical streams is independent of that in the
other streams, we call these “pure” streams.

The far left downward-pointing arrows in Fig. 3 rep-
resent the pure-science knowledge-production streams.
They can be thought of as the solving of puzzles that
advance the frontiers of science, rather than advance
or take advantage of a developing technology. They
represent science solely for the sake of understanding
some aspect of our world. They can perhaps be exem-
plified by the early 20th century physicist Niels Bohr,
who, among other things, created the first quantum-
mechanical description of the atom and its energy levels,
without apparent regard for the enormous significance
that understanding might later have on technology or
societal use.

The middle downward-pointing arrows in Fig. 2
represent the pure-technology knowledge-production
streams. They can be thought of as the solving of
puzzles chosen mainly to advance the frontiers of a
technology—rather than to advance or take advantage
of either science or a developing societal use. They can
perhaps be exemplified by the mid-17th century math-
ematician Pierre de Fermat, who, among other things,
developed new number-theoretic mathematical tools,
without apparent regard for the significance these tools
might later have on science or societal use.

The far right downward-pointing arrows in Fig. 2
represent the pure-societal-use knowledge-production
stream. They can be thought of as the solving of puz-
zles chosen mainly to advance a societal use—rather
than to advance or take advantage of a developing sci-
ence or technology. They can perhaps be exemplified
by clothing fashions, which change from decade to
decade, often without direct stimulation from science or
technology.

3.2. Mixed streams

In the complex but more realistic case, illustrated
by the arrowed black arcs in Fig. 3, one can imagine
knowledge produced in one ST&B category interacting
with and directly influencing production of knowledge in
another category. A simple way of accounting for these
interactions is to suppose that, to a first approximation,
the interactions take the form of the direct application

of knowledge produced in one category to production of
knowledge in another category. This we assume can be
either of two types: knowledge produced in one category
motivating production of knowledge in another cate-
cy 37 (2008) 330–352

gory, or knowledge produced in one category enabling
production of knowledge in another category.

Because these streams represent knowledge produced
in one category interacting with production of knowl-
edge in another category, we call them “mixed” streams.
Since there are three ST&B knowledge-production cat-
egories, each interacting with two adjacent categories in
two different ways, all together there are 3 × 2 × 2 = 12
mixed streams. Four of them are in the S category and
involve interactions with the T&B categories; four of
them are in the T category and involve interactions with
the B&S categories; four of them are in the B category
and involve interactions with the T&S categories.

Note that many projects or sequences of projects will
not be so idealized, and might have multiple motivations
and multiple enablers. In these situations, just as we think
of knowledge produced as being a weighted combina-
tion of discontinuously different categories of ST&B,
we think of an individual project as being a weighted
combination of discontinuously different knowledge-
production streams. Indeed, one might argue that most
projects are such combinations. For simplicity, though,
in the remainder of this section we try to give “clean”
exemplars of these mixed streams.

Also note that the arcs in Fig. 3 have been drawn in a
particular illustrative manner. The reasons will become
clearer as we discuss, in the following, the mixed streams
in each of the various ST&B categories. However, we do
not intend for the exact shapes to be taken too seriously.

3.2.1. Mixed S&T streams
The four mixed S&T streams are, clockwise start-

ing in the upper right quadrant: science-enabled
technology, science-motivated technology, technology-
motivated science, and technology-enabled science.

The science-enabled technology stream can perhaps
be exemplified by the semiconductor transistor, a tech-
nology whose development in 1947 was enabled by
newly developed solid-state and semiconductor physics.
This stream is positioned in the upper, research half of the
vertical scale to reflect the idea that technologists, when
exposed to new scientific insights, are often able to con-
ceive of entirely new technology paradigms. Indeed, the
semiconductor transistor could only have come about
from exploring the ramifications of new science—its
design and operation depend on concepts so foreign
to everyday experience that its development by chance,
without solid-state physics guidance, is nearly unimag-

inable. The arc points downward and to the right to
capture the idea that, as knowledge production focuses
increasingly less on exploring the ramifications of the
new science, and more on solving particular, narrower
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echnology puzzles, the less likely the creation of new
aradigms in technology.

The science-motivated technology stream can per-
aps be exemplified by “atom smashers,” powerful tools
or accelerating particles to extremely high velocities,
nd for inducing sub-atomic particle interactions.5 We
ave positioned this stream in the lower, development
alf of the vertical scale to capture the idea that tech-
ologists, in seeking to develop a tool to benefit science,
ormally extend existing, rather than create new, tech-
ology paradigms. The arc points downward and to the
eft to capture the idea that, as the choice of technology
uzzle becomes increasingly tailored to its relevance to a
articular, narrower science question, the less likely it is
o extend paradigms in technology in a significant way.
he production of each new generation of atom smasher
urely required solving a myriad of complex problems,
ut these were mostly solved through extensions of exist-
ng technology paradigms rather than through creating
ntirely new technology paradigms.

The technology-motivated science stream can per-
aps be exemplified by the engineering sciences: the
nderstanding of how engineered tools and technologies
work” and how they might be improved. This stream
s positioned in the lower, development half of the verti-
al scale to capture the idea that scientists, in seeking to
xplain phenomenon underlying tools and technologies,
ormally seek to explain them by extending existing,
ather than creating new, science paradigms. The arc
oints downward and to the right to capture the idea that,
s the choice of science puzzle becomes increasingly tai-
ored to its relevance to a particular, narrower technology
uestion, the less likely it is to extend paradigms in sci-
nce in a significant way (see, e.g., Merton, 1973, p. 61).
he engineering sciences have certainly played major

oles in improving engineered tools and technologies,
ut they have not often led to the creation of entirely
ew paradigms in the scientific disciplines they weave
ogether. To pick one example, combustion science has
elped improve combustion-engine and jet-propulsion
echnology, but mostly through the artful combination

nd extension of existing (rather than creating entirely
ew) paradigms in its underlying scientific disciplines
fluid dynamics, chemical kinetics, radiation physics).

5 The first atom smasher was a small cyclotron built for roughly
25 in 1931 by Ernest Lawrence (1901–1958) at the dawn of nuclear
hysics. One of the most recent atom smashers, the Relativistic Heavy
on Collider, built in 2000 at Brookhaven National Laboratory, is
mong the largest (two gigantic rings, each 2.4 miles in circumference),
ost sophisticated (1740 superconducting magnets), and costliest

roughly $650 million) tools of modern science.
cy 37 (2008) 330–352 339

The technology-enabled science stream can perhaps
be exemplified by Galileo Galilei (1564–1642), whose
revolutionary astronomical discoveries in the 1610s,
including the moons of Jupiter, were enabled by his
and others’ development of the telescope. This stream
is positioned in the upper, research half of the vertical
scale to capture the idea that scientists, when using new
tools, are often able to make measurements in entirely
new domains, and these measurements often enable (or
even force) the creation of new science paradigms. The
arc points downward and to the left to capture the idea
that, as knowledge production focuses increasingly less
on exploring the potential of the new tool, and more
on solving particular, narrower science puzzles, the less
likely the creation of new paradigms in science.

Note that we have named the Galileo’s stream
framework after this last stream—an indication of
the importance with which we view it. Ever since
Galileo, at an ever-increasing rate, improvements in
observational tools (e.g., microscopes and telescopes of
every-increasing resolving power) have been linked to
unexpected discoveries and explanations of those dis-
coveries.

Also note that these last two streams differ only by
a subtle, but profound, difference in perspective. If we
intend to study a tool so that we can ultimately improve
its operation (technology-motivated science), we are
likely to study it in a narrow range of typical operating
environments, a range within which existing scientific
paradigms can likely be extended, even if only paramet-
rically. But if we intend to use a tool to explore new
phenomena (technology-enabled science) not necessar-
ily related to the operation of the tool itself, then we are
likely to expose the tool to a broader range of operat-
ing environments in the hope of uncovering unexpected
new phenomena. Though Galileo very likely had to study
how a telescope works in order to improve it, he is not
particularly known for breakthroughs in optical science.
But in exposing the tool to the heavens, he made entirely
new and unexpected observations.

A subtle change in perspective and motivation can
thus be significant. Louis Pasteur studied fermentation,
apparently with an initial desire to improve this well-
known technology for producing wine. Soon, however,
he turned towards exploring fermentation in a wider
range of operating environments, particularly those envi-
ronments which led to normally unwanted products such
as vinegar or lactic acid. Fermentation thus became a tool

for studying chemical transformations more broadly,
rather than simply a target for process improvement.
And, through use of this tool, he was able to show the
existence of biological organisms capable of catalyz-
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human interactions, and ultimately to alleviate the ills of
human societies, such as war, crime, and poverty.

The science-enabled behavior stream can perhaps be
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ing anaerobic chemical transformation, and to create an
entirely new scientific paradigm for chemical transfor-
mation.

3.2.2. Mixed T&B streams
The four mixed T&B streams are, paired diago-

nally: technology-motivated behavior, behavior-enabled
technology, technology-enabled behavior, and behavior-
motivated technology. Their positioning and interactions
are exactly analogous to those of the mixed S&T streams.

The technology-motivated behavior stream can per-
haps be exemplified by Thomas Edison’s (1847–1931)
famous Menlo Park Laboratory in New Jersey. This lab-
oratory is often said to be the first technology research
and development laboratory in history, a behavioral and
institutional shift motivated by the need to bring together
individuals with different specialties and perspectives to
address technology’s increasing complexity.

The behavior-enabled technology stream can perhaps
be exemplified by the numerous inventions from Edison’s
Menlo Park Laboratory, including the incandescent light
bulb. Though Joseph Swan had a decade’s head-start,
Edison’s Menlo Park Laboratory, by bringing together
a number of specialties (including glass-blowing, vac-
uum pumps, electrical theory, dynamos, batteries, and
materials and filament making) into an interactive yet
focused social setting, caught up quickly and ultimately
paved the way for practical electric lighting. Moreover,
the incandescent light bulb was only one of a great many
technologies enabled and accelerated by Edison’s cul-
tural and institutional shift.

The technology-enabled behavior stream can perhaps
be exemplified by “disruptive innovation.” In this stream,
the possibilities of a technology are explored, in advance
of (though very likely with the hope of) widespread soci-
etal use. Every time technology sparks the introduction
of a new product or service in advance of a pre-existing
pattern of societal use, the risk is high that the product
or service will not be accepted, but the potential is also
high for creation of an entirely new paradigm in soci-
etal use and behavior that disrupts older and competing
paradigms. Many, if not most, of the great behavioral
shifts in human history fall into this stream: book read-
ing (enabled by the invention of paper and movable-type
printing); mechanized labor and transport (enabled by
the invention of steam and combustion engines); long-
distance communication (enabled by the invention of
wired and wireless telephony).
The behavior-motivated technology stream can per-
haps be exemplified by “sustaining innovation.” In
this stream, tools and technologies with an existing
pattern of societal use are improved and differenti-
cy 37 (2008) 330–352

ated in iterative cycles of systematized and routinized
(Baumol, 2002) improvement. These improvements are
tremendously important, often dwarfing in magnitude
the initial improvement enabled by the originating
paradigm shift. For example, Robert Noyce (1927–1990)
and Jack Kilby’s (1923–2005) invention of monolithic
semiconductor device integration through planar pro-
cessing was followed by the Moore’s law doubling
in semiconductor integrated circuit density roughly
every 24 months. This iterative doubling has, from
1971 through 2004, increased transistor count in
integrated circuits by 100,000, with no end yet in
sight.

Note that these last two streams form a natural pair,
but either can precede the other. Disruptive innovation
(hard disk drives for personal computing) leads in an
obvious way to sustaining innovation (ever-increasing
hard-disk-drive densities). However, sustaining inno-
vation can, through incremental improvement of a
technology aimed at a particular use (ever-increasing
hard-disk-drive densities for personal computing), sud-
denly reach threshold for a completely different use (hard
disk drives for mobile music players), and can thus lead
to disruptive innovation (Christensen, 2003). In this man-
ner, “invention is the mother of necessity”6 leads to
“necessity is the mother of invention”,7 which in turn
leads to “invention is the mother of necessity,” and so
on.

3.2.3. Mixed B&S streams
The four mixed B&S streams are, paired diagonally:

behavior-motivated science, science-enabled behavior,
science-motivated behavior, and behavior-enabled sci-
ence. Their positioning and interactions are exactly
analogous to those of the mixed S&T and mixed T&B
streams.

The behavior-motivated science stream can perhaps
be exemplified by the social sciences, many of which are
motivated by a desire to understand how human societies
behave and can be improved. For example, much of eco-
nomic science is motivated by a desire to understand “the
nature and causes of,” and ultimately to improve, “the
wealth of nations” (Smith, 1895). And much of sociol-
ogy is motivated by a desire to understand the nature of
exemplified by those instances in which social science

6 Quote attributed to Thorstein Veblen.
7 Quote attributed to Victor Hugo.
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nsights have led to changes in how society is in fact
rganized. For example, “laissez-faire,” the political phi-
osophy of free trade and free markets, was enabled
nd accelerated by the insights of the early classical
conomists, particularly Adam Smith (1723–1790) and
avid Ricardo (1772–1823).
The science-motivated behavior stream can perhaps

e exemplified by those instances in which behavioral
hanges have been made, motivated by improving how
cience is “done.” For example, the Royal Society, in
hoosing “nullius in verba” (on the words of no one)
s its motto when it was founded in 1660, believed that
he quality of scientific knowledge could be improved
hrough reliance on empirical evidence rather than on
uthority. In doing so, it was of course tailoring and har-
essing the growing skepticism directed at religious and
ther authorities of society as a whole.

The behavior-enabled science stream can perhaps be
xemplified by those instances in which cultural changes
ave indeed enabled an improvement in how science
s “done.” The “nullius in verba” behavior discussed
bove, and propounded even before the Royal Soci-
ty by Francis Bacon (1561–1626), did indeed unleash
ew empirical inquiries and entirely new paradigms in
cience. For example, William Harvey (1578–1657), a
lose friend of (and private physician to) Francis Bacon,
hrough ingenious experiments on live and dead ani-

als, overturned beliefs dating from Galen (129–200)
nd established the unity of the arterial and venous cir-
ulatory system. This, despite Harvey’s embrace of other
spects of Aristotelian authority and beliefs (such as
hat the purpose of the blood’s return to the heart is
o recover its “perfection”). Other examples from this
ra include Galileo (discussed already in the context of
he technology-enabled science stream) and Anton van
eeuwenhoek (1632–1723), both of whom pioneered

he use of experiments rather than authority to estab-
ish scientific truth. The overwhelming dominance of this
ehavioral paradigm, now and in the foreseeable future,
s attested to by Richard Feynman’s (1918–1988) dic-
um “The principle of science, the definition, almost,
s the following: The test of all knowledge is experi-
ent. Experiment is the sole judge of scientific ‘truth”’

Feynman et al., 1963, p. 1-1).

.3. Groups of streams

Although the 6 pure and 12 mixed streams are distinct,

ccupying different areas of the ST&B–R&D diagram,
hey bear similarities to one another. Through these sim-
larities, an understanding of one stream may improve
nderstanding of other streams. To see these similari-
Fig. 4. Similarities and contrasts amongst knowledge-production
streams: (a) R vs. D; (b) forward vs. backward; (c) push vs. pull; (d)
basic vs. applied.

ties in a systematic way, we group them, as illustrated in
Fig. 4, according to the positioning and directionality of
their trajectories.

3.3.1. R vs. D
The first grouping of streams is illustrated in Fig. 4(a).

This grouping has to do with whether the trajecto-
ries are in the upper, paradigm-creation portion of
the ST&B–R&D diagram, or in the lower, paradigm-
extension portion. As discussed earlier, paradigm
creation and extension can occur in all three knowl-
edge categories. We expect, then, that though the specific

knowledge that is created will differ substantially,
paradigm creation in science, technology and behavior
will share many common characteristics, such as unpre-
dictability, playfulness, hubris, etc. Likewise, paradigm
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extension in science, technology and behavior will share
many common characteristics, such as attention to detail
and correctness, emphasis on formality and process, seri-
ousness, etc.

3.3.2. Forward vs. backward
The second grouping of streams is illustrated in

Fig. 4(b). This grouping has to do with whether
the trajectories are directed “forward” toward what
some organizations consider the end point (societal
use and behavior), or “backward” toward what some
organizations consider the start point (science and under-
standing).

All the forward streams convey a sense of practicality,
a sense of progress being made towards the end point
of societal use and behavior. All the backward streams,
in contrast, convey a sense of impracticality, a sense in
which direct progress is not being made towards the end
point of societal use and behavior.

Indeed, it is perhaps this sense of the greater impor-
tance of the forward streams that lies at the origin of
the “linear” or “pipeline” model. In this model: the
pure-science streams produce science; that science occa-
sionally drives a science-enabled technology stream,
which merges into the pure-technology streams and
produces technology; and that technology occasionally
drives a technology-enabled behavior stream, which
merges with the pure-societal-use streams and produces
societal use and behavior.

We note, though, that over the long term and in a
sufficiently large society, the interplay between the var-
ious forward and backward streams makes it unlikely
that routes to societal use and behavior containing only
forward streams will be more effective than those also
containing backward streams (see, e.g., Brooks, 1994).
It might, for example, be necessary to first develop a
tool to solve a key scientific puzzle (a backward stream),
before that science could go on to enable a technol-
ogy (a forward stream) that in turn enables new societal
use and behavior (another forward stream). In fact, it
is the backward technology-enabled science (Galileo’s)
stream that inspired the name for this new framework
for knowledge production. That stream is perhaps one
of the most important, but often underappreciated, of all
the streams.

We also note that, even when considering only for-
ward routes from S to B, there are still two—one that
goes directly from S to B and another that goes indi-

rectly from S to T to B. This is easiest to see using the
triangular prism in Fig. 1, on which the direct forward
route lies entirely on the plane connecting the S and B
columns, while the indirect forward route lies both on
cy 37 (2008) 330–352

the plane connecting the S and T columns, and on the
plane connecting the T and B columns.

The direct route can be both powerful and simple,
as when the understanding that disease originates from
germs spurred behaviors aimed at improving house-
hold sanitation (Mokyr, 2002, Chapter 5). However, it
is unlikely that the direct route is always more power-
ful than the indirect route. One might even speculate
on an historical and perhaps inevitable shift from the
shorter to the longer routes accompanied by a growth
in technology relative to science and societal use as a
fraction of all knowledge production. Perhaps the more
advanced science and societal use become, the more dif-
ficult further advances become, and the greater the need
for ever-more-sophisticated technology.

3.3.3. Push vs. pull
The third grouping of streams is illustrated in

Fig. 4(c). This grouping has to do with whether the
streams are “motivated” or “enabled.” The motivated
streams can be thought of as pull streams, in which
knowledge produced in one category is “pulling” on
knowledge production in another category. The enabling
streams can be thought of as push streams, in which
knowledge produced in one category is “pushing”
knowledge production in another category. Both push
and pull streams are important in an overall system of
knowledge production (see, e.g., Schmookler, 1966), but
they play different roles and have different characteris-
tics.

The pull streams, because they are generally paradigm
extending rather than paradigm creating, are “smoother”
streams: the methods they use and the knowledge they
produce build on established paradigms within a given
knowledge category, hence generate less controversy.
Though they are pulled by the hope that the knowl-
edge produced in their category might ultimately lead to
knowledge production in another category, failure to do
so does not necessarily reflect failure, since knowledge
production in that other category is normally viewed as
“someone else’s job.”

The push streams, because they are generally
paradigm creating rather than paradigm extending, are
“choppier” streams: the methods they use and the knowl-
edge they produce build on paradigms that straddle
different knowledge categories, hence generate more
controversy. If, in using new methods, they only con-
firm established paradigms, they will likely be met with

yawns. If, in using new methods, they overturn estab-
lished paradigms, they can be easily misunderstood and
met with skepticism by a community devoted to those
established paradigms.
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.3.4. Basic vs. applied
The fourth grouping of streams is illustrated in

ig. 4(d). This grouping has to do with whether the
treams are “basic” or “applied.” These are adjectives
hat we have so far avoided, because they are fraught
ith ambiguity. However, they are such commonly used

djectives that an attempt must be made to map them onto
he Galileo’s stream knowledge-production streams.

The most natural such mapping is to think of knowl-
dge production that is “applied” as deriving from
rojects whose primary motivation is to be of use to
nowledge production outside of its category—i.e., all
he pull streams. Then, since in common usage “basic”
as the sense of being the opposite of “applied,” one
ould then think of knowledge production that is basic

n nature as deriving from projects whose primary moti-
ation is to advance knowledge within its category, rather
han to be useful outside of its category—i.e., all the pure
nd push streams.

Note that various philosophical or policy views of the
nowledge-production enterprise can be thought of as
mphasizing one or the other of these two groups.

One the one hand, the influential views of Thomas
uhn and Vannevar Bush are most consistent with the
asic streams. These streams are unencumbered by a
se motivation, hence allow for: (a) optimal choice of
uzzles (difficult enough to be challenging, but not so
ifficult as to be insoluble; Kuhn, 1962); and (b) subse-
uent play with those puzzles (“in order for tool using to
evelop, it [is] essential to have a long period of optional,
ressure-free opportunity for combinatorial activity”;
runer et al., 1976, p. 38). And, once new knowledge

n one category has been produced, it can be harvested
hrough the push streams into other categories, enabling
n “endless frontier” of knowledge production (Bush,
945, p. 15).

On the other hand, the influential views of Gibbons et
l. (1994) are most consistent with the applied streams.
n this view, the pure and push streams that charac-
erize the traditional “Mode 1” pattern of knowledge
roduction (disciplinary, university-based, autonomous
nd peer-reviewed) are shifting to the pull streams that
haracterize a new “Mode 2” pattern of knowledge
roduction (socially distributed, application-oriented,
rans-disciplinary, and subject to multiple accountabil-
ties).

Our own view is that both the basic and applied groups

f streams are necessary as parts of a functioning sys-
em of knowledge production (see, e.g., Mowery and
osenberg, 1979), a view consistent with Donald Stokes’
mphasis on all of the quadrants in his “Pasteur’s quad-
ant” framework (Stokes, 1997).
cy 37 (2008) 330–352 343

3.3.5. Combinations of groups
In discussing the knowledge production enterprise, it

is common to combine groups in various ways. Given the
group definitions discussed above, however, only some
of the combinations are self-consistent.

An example of a self-consistent combination is one
where the adjectives basic and applied are combined
with the nouns science, technology and behavior. Basic
science can refer to the pure and push science streams
(i.e., knowledge production intended to advance sci-
ence); while applied science can refer to the pull science
streams. Basic technology can refer to the pure and push
technology streams (i.e., knowledge production intended
to advance technology, as discussed by Branscomb,
1997); while applied technology can refer to the pull
technology streams. Basic societal use can refer to the
pure and push societal-use streams (knowledge produc-
tion intended to advance societal use); while applied
societal use can refer to the pull societal-use streams.

An example of a self-inconsistent combination is one
where the adjectives basic and applied are combined
with the nouns research and development. Basic research
can refer to all the pure and push streams, just as each
term individually does. However, applied research can-
not refer to any streams, if by applied we mean the pull
streams and if by research we mean the pure and push
streams.

We suspect there is no resolution to this, other than to
acknowledge that the often-used combinations of basic
and applied with research are inherently ambiguous and
to be avoided. Instead, the combinations of basic and
applied with science, technology and societal use, which
are not ambiguous, are preferred.

4. Knowledge-production systems

In Section 2 we introduced the R&D and ST&B
distinctions that define the foundational layer of the
Galileo’s stream framework. In Section 3, we introduced
the middle layer of the Galileo’s stream framework: the
idea that knowledge production in various categories can
interact to form knowledge-production streams. These
streams all have roles to play within an overall system of
knowledge production. But that system is evidently com-
plex, composed not just of the streams themselves, but of
links between the streams. This system of linked streams
defines the top layer of the Galileo’s stream framework.

In this section, we discuss this system of interact-

ing streams, by analyzing two simple subsystems. We
concretize the discussion through use of “toy” mathemat-
ical models that describe in a simple way the qualitative
dynamical features we consider most important. But we
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Fig. 5. Knowledge subsystem composed of two interacting pure-
science (paradigm creation and paradigm extension) streams.

emphasize that the models are not based on quantitative
data, and should be viewed simply as a starting point for
more sophisticated and realistic models.

4.1. The “pure-science” subsystem

Let us start with the simple subsystem composed of
the two pure-science streams illustrated in Fig. 5: the
first representing paradigm creation and the second rep-
resenting paradigm extension. To represent these streams
quantitatively, a simple metaphor might be that of a
container partially filled with a stock (or total accu-
mulated amount) of knowledge. As existing paradigms
are extended and fleshed out, the stock of knowledge
increases and fills more and more of the container.
When existing paradigms have become fully fleshed
out, “exhausted,” so to speak, the stock of knowledge
has filled the container fully. In order for the stock of
knowledge to continue to grow, the container itself must
expand, through the creation of new paradigms.8

Within this metaphor, the first stream increases the
size of the container. This size represents a stock of
potential knowledge, which we label

�

S, that would result
from existing paradigms being fully fleshed out. The
second stream fills the container with a stock of actual
knowledge, which we label S, through extension and
fleshing out of existing paradigms. The stock of actual
knowledge S is always less than the stock of potential

knowledge

�

S, but the second stream acts to reduce the
difference, while the first stream acts to increase the
difference.

8 This concept is similar to that discussed by Rosenberg (1982,
Chapter 7, p. 156) in the context of tools and technology: “It is impor-
tant to realize that a major technological breakthrough really signals
the beginning of a series of new developments of great importance, not
their culmination. . . In the most meaningful sense, the development of
the transistor or the explosion of the first nuclear device or the first
achievement of heavier-than-air flight is really the announcement of a
new set of possibilities far more than their attainment.”
cy 37 (2008) 330–352

Let us now suppose that the rates at which the
two streams produce knowledge depend linearly9 on
the relative stocks of actual and potential knowledge
already produced. A simple coupled pair of knowledge-
production rate equations can then be written as

�̇

S = β�
S

(
S

f
− �

S

)
, (1)

Ṡ = βS(
�

S − S), (2)

where β�
S and βS are rate constants (with units of, say,

year−1). These rate constants could, in turn, be decom-
posed into the products of knowledge “intensities” (with
units, say, of knowledge produced per $) and effort levels
(with units, say, of $ year−1), but such a decomposition
would be an unnecessary complication for our purpose
here.

A qualitative interpretation of Eq. (1) is that the “driv-
ing force” for creation of new paradigms is an awareness
of residual dissonance that comes as old paradigms are
increasingly fleshed out. As the stock of actual knowl-
edge S exceeds some critical fraction f of the stock of
potential knowledge

�

S (or as the stock of knowledge
exceeds a critical fraction of its container), it begins
to exert a “pressure” to create improved paradigms and
thereby increase

�

S. That pressure increases as the stock
of actual knowledge approaches the stock of potential
knowledge. Thus, the paradigm-extension stream pro-
vides a “driving force” for the paradigm-creation stream,
as indicated by the dashed arc in Fig. 5.

A qualitative interpretation of Eq. (2) is that the
“driving force” for fleshing out of existing paradigms
is the difference between the unrealized (

�

S) and real-
ized (S) potential of those paradigms. The rate at which
paradigms are fleshed out is highest when paradigms
are young and have hardly been fleshed out, and low-
est when the paradigms are old and have been fully
fleshed out. Thus, the paradigm-creation stream drives
the paradigm-extension stream, even as it is being driven
by the same paradigm-extension stream, in a coupled
positive-feedback loop.

In steady-state (i.e., long times), these two coupled
equations imply exponential growth of knowledge pro-

+kt
portional to e . In the special situation where the sum
of the paradigm-creation and paradigm-extension rate
constants is fixed (β = β�

S + βS), corresponding to a situa-
tion where the rate constants are proportional to invested

9 One could easily assume other more-than-linear (e.g., combina-
torial) or less-than-linear dependences. Here, we assume a linear
dependence, as such a dependence leads naturally to the exponential
growth consistent with observation.
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ffort but total invested effort is fixed, the exponential-
rowth rate constant k can be written as

=
√(

β

2

)2

+ (β − βS)βS

(
1 − f

f

)
− β

2
. (3)

At either of two extremes, if all effort is placed either
olely on paradigm creation (βS = 0) or paradigm exten-
ion (βS = β) then the rate constant is zero. In the first
ase, ∂S/∂t = 0, so S is fixed for all time, while

�

S ini-
ially increases then saturates at S/f. In the second case,
�

S/∂t = 0, so
�

S is fixed for all time, while S initially
ncreases then saturates at

�

S.
Exactly between the two extremes, if effort is

laced equally on paradigm creation and extension
βS = β�

S = β/2), then the rate constant has its maximum
alue of

max = β

2

(
1√
f

− 1

)
(4)

nd the steady-state ratio between the actual and poten-
ial stocks of knowledge is

S
�

S
=

√
f . (5)

Thus, knowledge production in the subsystem is
aximized when the efforts applied to the paradigm

reation and paradigm extension streams are balanced,
nd minimized when effort is applied only to one or
he other. This pure-science (

�

S and S) subsystem thus
llustrates how two linked streams produce knowledge
nteractively, with the output of the first driving (sup-
lying necessary input to) the second and the output of
he second driving (supplying necessary input to) the
rst.
.2. The “science-to-technology” subsystem

Let us now consider the subsystem illustrated in
ig. 6. This subsystem, though still illustrative rather

ig. 6. Knowledge subsystem composed of pure-science and pure-
echnology streams, and “forward”-linked mixed science and
echnology streams.
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than complete, is much more complex than the pure-
science subsystem just considered. It has a science
half and a technology half, and each of these halves
contains paradigm-creation and paradigm-extension
streams.

For the science half, as for the pure-science subsys-
tem discussed above, there is a single paradigm-creation
stream, though we rewrite it here with a more explicit
notation to avoid ambiguity:

�̇

S = β�
SS

(
S

f�
SS

− �

S

)
. (6)

Unlike for the pure-science subsystem discussed
above, however, there are two paradigm-extension
streams representing science-motivated science and
technology-motivated science, which together sum to an
overall stock of science knowledge:

S = SS + ST . (7a)

The rate of increase of these two paradigm-extension
streams is given by

ṠS = βSS(
�

S − S), (7b)

ṠT = βST (
�

S − S). (7c)

For the technology half, the opposite is true. There is
only a single paradigm extension stream:

Ṫ = βTT (
�
T − T ). (8)

But there are two paradigm-creation streams rep-
resenting science-enabled technology and technology-
enabled technology, which together sum to an overall
stock of potential technology knowledge:
�
T = �

T S + �
T T . (9a)

The rate of increase of these two paradigm-creation
streams is given by

�̇
T S = β�

TS

(
ST

f�
TS

− �
T S

)
, (9b)

�̇
T T = β�

TT

(
T

f�
TT

− �
T T

)
. (9c)

The qualitative interpretations of all of these streams
are similar to the interpretations, discussed in Section
4.1, of the streams in the pure-science subsystem, with
appropriate account taken of which streams are driv-
ing which streams, as indicated by the dashed lines and
arcs in Fig. 6. For example, the ∂S /∂t science-motivated
S

and ∂ST/∂t technology-motivated science streams (Eqs.
(7b) and (7c)) in the lower left drive the ∂

�

S/∂t science-
enabled science stream (Eq. (6)) in the upper left,
and the ∂ST/∂t technology-motivated science stream
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Fig. 7. Numerical simulations of knowledge evolution. Initially,
knowledge production is in steady-state exponential growth; at t = 20
years, a step function of effort is applied to either (a) βTT or (b) βST.
The time increments for the simulations were 1 year. The initial rate
constant parameters were: β�

SS = βSS = 0.03 year−1, βST = 0.01 year−1,
β� = 0.05 year−1, β� = β = 0.02 year−1. The step increases in rate-
TS TT TT

constant parameters were: �βTT = 0.011 year−1, �βST = 0.015 year−1.
The critical filling fraction parameters were: f�

SS = 0.20, f�
TS = 0.02,

f�
TT = 0.25.

(Eq. (7c)) in the lower left drives the ∂
�
T S/∂t science-

enabled technology stream (Eq. (9b)) in the upper right.
Hence, they appear as driving forces in these equa-
tions.

To visualize the consequences of these equations, we
show in Fig. 7 numerical simulations of the evolution
of the stocks of knowledge produced by the various
streams in this subsystem. There is a wide range of
possible rate constants (β’s) and threshold fill frac-
tions (f’s) that could be chosen for these simulations.
Here, we choose a set intended to illustrate a world in
which:
• overall knowledge grows at a rate roughly that
(2–5% year−1) of the technical (journal articles and
patents) literature in recent years,10 and which can be

10 Over the years 1977–2004, the average growth rate of the technical
journal literature, from Thomson Scientific’s Science Citation Index
for journal articles, has been 4.7% year−1, and the average growth
rate of the U.S. patent literature, from the U.S. Patent and Trademark
cy 37 (2008) 330–352

mimicked in the simulation using rate constants (β’s)
on the order of 0.03 year−1 and threshold fill fractions
(f’s) on the order of 0.20;

• science-motivated science is more efficient than
technology-motivated science at increasing the stock
of actual science knowledge (soβSS is larger thanβST);

• in the absence of a science-to-technology link via the
mixed streams, the growth of science is faster than
the growth of technology, so the rate constants for
the science streams are (slightly) larger than those
for the technology streams (β�

SS and βSS are larger
than β�

TT and βTT), and the threshold fill fractions
for the science streams are (slightly) smaller than
those for the technology streams (f�

SS is smaller than
f�

TT );
• in the presence of a science-to-technology link via

the mixed streams, growth of science enhances con-
siderably growth of technology, so the threshold fill
fraction from science to technology is much smaller
than the threshold fill fractions from either science to
science or technology to technology (f�

TS is less than
both f�

TT and f�
SS).

Just as for the pure-science subsystem, the equations
for this “science-driving-technology” subsystem have a
long-time steady-state in which all knowledge streams
grows exponentially with a single rate constant. This
steady-state is shown in the first 20 years of the sim-
ulations shown in Fig. 7. All stocks of knowledge grow
at 4.7% year−1, a rate determined solely by feedback
amongst the science streams: in this subsystem we have
included science as a driving force for technology, but
not technology as a driving force for science. The abso-
lute levels of the technology streams are higher than
those of the science streams, because the science streams
are driven only by internal feedback, while the technol-
ogy streams are driven both by internal feedback as well
as by feedforward from the science streams. The abso-
lute level of SS (science-motivated science) is higher
than that of ST (technology-motivated science) because
we have assumed ∂SS/∂t is more efficient at produc-
ing science than ∂ST/∂t, and has a higher rate constant.
The absolute level of

�
T S (science-enabled technology)

is higher than that of
�
T T (technology-enabled technol-

ogy) because we have assumed science is more efficient

at enabling new technology paradigms than technology
itself is.

In a real-world situation, one can imagine a desire
to increase the growth of the stock of specific kinds

Office’s database, has been 2.7% year−1 (K.W. Boyack, unpublished).
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f knowledge, such as the stock of actual technology
nowledge. To achieve this desire, one could imag-
ne increasing the effort applied to the various streams
hich drive this stock of knowledge. Optimally appor-

ioning effort across the various streams to maximize the
ncrease of technology knowledge would be non-trivial,
s the subsystem is a complex dynamical system com-
osed of interacting streams. However, it could readily
e accomplished numerically.

To see how the subsystem evolves dynamically in
esponse to changing conditions, in panels (a) and (b)
f Fig. 7 we apply a step-function increase in rate con-
tant at t = 20 years to two streams. In both cases the
agnitude of the increase was such as to cause the stock

f technology knowledge to increase by the same amount
t t = 60 years. Because of differences in how these two
treams interact with the overall subsystem, however, the
agnitude of the increases are quite different at other

imes.
In the first case (a), the step-function increase in

ffort is applied to the technology-motivated technol-
gy stream. This is the most obvious stream to apply
ffort to, since it is the only direct producer of tech-
ology knowledge. Indeed, there is an immediate initial
ncrease in ∂ ln T/∂t, the logarithmic rate of production
f actual technology knowledge. But because the sub-
ystem is operating under science-limited conditions,
ln T/∂t eventually reverts to its original steady-state
alue, although there has been a step jump in the absolute
evel of technology, T.

In the second case (b), the step-function increase
n effort is applied to the technology-motivated sci-
nce stream. This stream is twice removed from
he technology-motivated technology stream, so there
re two time lags before the increase in the log-
rithmic rate of production of technology-motivated
cience knowledge, ∂ ln ST/∂t, manifests itself as an
ncrease in the rate of production of actual technology
nowledge, ∂ ln T/∂t. Because of these time lags, the
hort-term (<60 years) increase in technology knowl-
dge is smaller than for case (a). However, the long-term
>60 years) increase is larger, because an increase in
he technology-motivated science stream, in increas-
ng the production of science, increases the steady-state
xponential growth rate of science, which in turn
ncreases the steady-state exponential growth rate of
echnology.

We conclude that strategies for optimally appor-

ioning effort across streams to maximize increase of
echnology knowledge depend strongly on the time scale
hat is being considered. They also of course depend
n the (steady-state or non-steady-state) prehistory of
cy 37 (2008) 330–352 347

the system, and on the details of the rate constants and
threshold fill fractions.

4.3. The “full” system

The full system of knowledge production includes
all streams and all possible links between streams. It is
clearly complex, even though it is simply composed of
analogous streams and links.

The links, in particular, are a critical aspect of the
full system. In the toy models discussed in Sections 4.1
and 4.2, the strengths of the links were captured in the
“threshold fill fraction” factors. When these are small
(�1), the stock of actual knowledge in one category rep-
resents a large driving force for production of the stock
of potential knowledge in the same or another category.
When they are large (∼1), the driving force is small.

In practice, there are many ways in which the thresh-
old fill fractions can be larger than they need, or should,
be. This is because the links from paradigm extension to
paradigm creation do not occur easily: they are impeded
by what might be called “valleys of death,” to use a pop-
ular term (Branscomb, 2003). Note that there are two
kinds of valleys, depending on whether the feedback path
is within a knowledge category, or whether it crosses
knowledge categories.

4.3.1. Valley of paradigm death
The first type of valley might be called the “valley of

paradigm death.” It represents a lack of receptiveness of a
community to the creation of new paradigms, especially
after that same community’s old paradigms have become
considerably extended and widely diffused.

This lack of receptiveness is reasonable. After all,
most new ideas are bad ideas, or at least ideas that are
less useful than currently accepted ideas. In science and
understanding, history is littered with extraordinary but
ultimately false claims; in tools and technologies, history
is littered not so much with tried-and-true methods, but
with tried-and-untrue ones; in societal use and behav-
ior, history is littered with entrepreneurs who competed
unsuccessfully against existing, well-established stan-
dards of societal behavior.

Still, there is an obvious negative aspect to this lack
of receptiveness. Every once in a while, there is the
possibility of what one might call a “wrongful con-
viction.” Normally, communities within a knowledge
category follow the rule that new paradigms are guilty

(wrong or not useful) until proven innocent (right or use-
ful), particularly in the absence of complete information
(Farrell and Saloner, 1985). Following this rule, though,
means that the community will normally not invest as
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much effort to determine the truth or usefulness of a
new paradigm as to determine its falseness or lack of
usefulness.

In science and understanding, that rule manifests
itself in the dictum “extraordinary claims require extraor-
dinary evidence” (Sagan, 1996). In societal use and
behavior, that rule manifests itself in the difficulty that
an entrepreneur has at obtaining the venture capital (or
angel investment) required to progress from idea to real-
ized innovation.

4.3.2. Valley of application death
The second type of valley might be called the “valley

of applicability death.” It represents a lack of receptive-
ness of a community in one knowledge category to the
creation of new paradigms driven by the production of
knowledge in another category.

Just as with the valley of paradigm death, this lack of
receptiveness is reasonable. After all, the world is com-
plex and, as far as our limited human capabilities go,
mostly unpredictable. We may be ”pulling“knowledge
production in certain directions, hoping that it will be
useful to our application, but it is unlikely that it will end
up being useful in the way we had hoped. The forward
link from S to T, for example, could fail simply because
the technology-motivated science that has been devel-
oped is not yet adequate to cover the situations of interest
to a technology. Thus there would be no possibility of a
science-enabled-technology follow-on.

But, just as with the valley of paradigm death, there
is an obvious negative aspect to this lack of receptive-
ness. There could easily be situations where a link could
be fruitfully made, but for various reasons the “hand-
off is fumbled.” Unlike in the first valley, in this second
valley the pull and push streams that one hopes to con-
nect reside in different knowledge-production categories
(and communities) with different values and cultures.
Individuals or organizations working in these different
knowledge-production communities may have difficulty
communicating with each other. And, worse, they may
simply ignore each other—the “safe” path for produc-
ers of knowledge in one category surely does not rely
on the production of knowledge in another category,
especially if it may be difficult for that knowledge to
be communicated.

Minimizing these cultural-mismatch-based “fumbled
hand-offs” is clearly an important issue for “ST&B trans-
fer” management. Its importance can be seen from the

emphasis of the Mode 2 knowledge-production frame-
work on inter-organizational networks and collaborative
structures, where “the source of value added lies in the
precise form in which the collaboration of groups and the
cy 37 (2008) 330–352

experience and skills of its members takes” (Gibbons et
al., 1994, p. 112). Its importance can also be seen from
the emphasis of the so-called Triple Helix framework
(Leydesdorff, 2000) on the social dynamics between the
university, industry and government sectors.

Moreover, in situations where there is a hand-off to
be made, and where it can be made smoothly, there is the
possibility of a give-and-take between the producer and
recipient of knowledge (Amesse and Cohendet, 2001):
for not-useful knowledge to be modified or edited into
useful knowledge for a given application; or for wrong
applications to be modified or edited into right applica-
tions for a given piece of knowledge.

For example, for the S to T link, science-enabled
technology might lead to an attempt to create a new tech-
nology; but enroute a critical unexplained phenomenon
might be observed; technology-motivated science then
might try to understand the phenomenon, leading to
an enhanced technology. In this way, there is a recur-
sive (Brooks, 1994) cycle of science-enabled technology
and technology-motivated science that enhances the link
between the two. Indeed, if time were an axis point-
ing out of the page, one might think of these pairs of
streams as forming a sort of double helix rising out of
the page—similar to that discussed (by Balachandra et
al., 2004) in the context of knowledge production in the
T&B zone.

Finally, one can consider the S to T and T to S links,
which gives a spiral consisting of technology-motivated
science, science-enabled technology, science-motivated
technology, and finally back to technology-motivated
science. This might be thought of as a virtuous circle,
or “Casimir spiral” (Casimir, 1983, pp. 296–299).

4.4. System of systems

Thus far, we have treated each category of knowl-
edge as being served by a single community sharing a
common set of paradigms. For most of human history
this has not been the case, and even in today’s age of
globalization is still not the case. Humanity is divided
into many communities, often with very little cross-talk
between them. This is particularly so for societal use and
behavior paradigms, for which customs and norms vary
considerably across ethnic groups and nations. But it is
also true for science and understanding paradigms, and
for tool and technology paradigms.

Hence, it can be useful to think of humanity as

being subdivided into multiple systems of knowledge
production. Each system has its own evolution, deter-
mined by its individual streams and by the intra-system
links between its streams; but the systems also inter-
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ct, through inter-system links between streams in one
ystem and streams in another system.11 Some of these
ntersystem links will be stronger than others. For exam-
le, tools and technologies, implemented in physical
rtifacts that can easily be transported individually across
thnic and national boundaries, seem more likely to link
cross systems than societal use and behavior paradigms,
hich represent a densely interwoven network more

esistant to transport of individual behaviors across such
oundaries.

Importantly, the strengths of the overall system of
ystems of knowledge production likely depend very
uch on these inter-system links. For much the same

eason that specialization and division of labor generally
re limited by the extent of the market (Smith, 1895),
pecialization and division of labor in knowledge pro-
uction are also limited by the extent of the community.
n the limit where inter-system links are very weak, then
he individual systems will be small, and each will be
ess productive. In the limit where inter-system links are
ery strong, then, at least for the knowledge-production
treams that are linked, the systems can be thought of
s merged, and the whole can be much more productive
han sum of the parts.

For example, in the valley of applicability death, just
ecause the knowledge that is being pulled on ends up
ot being useful to a particular application does not mean
hat it will not be useful to some application—it may
erendipitously be extremely useful to other unforeseen
pplications. The probability that such an unforeseen
pplication will be found increases with the size of the
verall pool of applications, and therefore with the size
f the overall system.

Moreover, weak inter-system links can cause inferior
aradigms to be “locked-into” certain systems. These
aradigms could be in any of the categories, but because
f the intra-system links across categories, knowledge
roduction in other categories can easily be affected. For
xample, if in the science and understanding category
t is believed that the earth is flat, then in the societal
se and behavior category there will not be a desire to
ail across the ocean. As a consequence, there can be
ontinued wide gaps amongst nations and geographical

egions of the world in knowledge production rates in
ertain streams, due to inferior paradigms in the systems
ontaining those streams.

11 One way of partitioning humanity’s knowledge-production enter-
rise into a “system of systems” would be to consider each nation as
aving its own “National System of Innovation,” and to consider the
lobal system of innovation as mediated by the interactions amongst
hese national systems (Freeman, 1995).
cy 37 (2008) 330–352 349

Finally, note that individual systems within a system
of systems might also compete, rather than cooperate,
with each other. The resulting strategies adopted by
nations (see, e.g., Nelson, 1993) or industries (see, e.g.,
Porter, 1990) seeking competitive advantage could be
either beneficial or detrimental to knowledge production
in the overall system.

5. Caveats

Thus far, we have introduced the Galileo’s stream
framework, and discussed how, though at this early stage
abstract and idealized, it might be useful in quantitative
modeling and understanding of knowledge production.
Still, we recognize the difficulties of devising a frame-
work to describe a social phenomenon as complex as
knowledge production. In this section, then, we men-
tion explicitly three important difficulties, or caveats,
associated with the Galileo’s stream framework.

5.1. Independence of fundamental quantities

Perhaps the most important caveat is that the fun-
damental quantities (basically the eighteen knowledge-
production streams) in the Galileo’s stream framework
may have been poorly chosen. In constructing any model,
one would like the fundamental quantities to be rela-
tively independent of each other, yet with clear relations
between them.

To “pick on” two particular streams in the
Galileo’s stream framework, one would like, e.g.,
the technology-motivated science (∂ST/∂t) and science-
enabled technology (∂

�
T S/∂t) streams to be relatively

independent of each other, yet with the first linking
cleanly into the second. However, though it is easy
enough to caricature individual researchers in a mod-
ern research laboratory as having strong predispositions
towards one or the other of these streams, these may only
be caricatures—the predispositions and motivations of
real researchers are obviously much more complex.

Moreover, predispositions and motivations are not the
same as results. To pick on two other streams, even
if, e.g., the technology-motivated science (∂ST/∂t) and
science-enabled science (∂SS/∂t) streams were relatively
independent of each other, the results of those streams
(technology-motivated science (ST) and science-enabled
science (SS)) might not be. Once having been produced,
by whatever stream and by whatever motivation, perhaps

science is just science.

All this said, it is not clear what choices of fundamen-
tal quantities would be better. Distinguishing between
knowledge production by various institutional forms
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(e.g., academia, industry, government laboratories) is
certainly possible. Distinguishing between knowledge
production in various fields (e.g., physics, chemistry,
biology) is also possible. We argue, however, that these
distinctions are perhaps even more artificial. There
are more “process” similarities between, say, science-
motivated science in physics and biology than there are
between, say, science-motivated science and technology-
motivated science in physics. Indeed, we were drawn
to the Galileo’s stream framework in part because of
the common features shared by the various knowledge-
production streams regardless of institutional form and
field.

Nevertheless, an important challenge for this
framework is to understand the manner in which
knowledge-production streams differ according to insti-
tutional form and field. A related challenge is to
understand the similarities and differences between
analogous knowledge-production streams (e.g., science-
enabled technology and technology-enabled behavior).

5.2. Network vs. rate-equation models

Another important caveat is whether the framework
is fine-grained enough to provide a useful “micro”
description of knowledge production. In any reduc-
tionist approach, one would like to decompose the
macro-phenomena into as few simple micro-quantities
as possible, but not fewer than necessary.

At one extreme, one can envision network models of
knowledge production in which huge numbers of nodes
(each representing a chunk of knowledge) and links (each
representing an interdependency between two chunks
of knowledge) are simultaneously numerically evolved.
These kinds of models would, in principle, have the
ability to treat arbitrarily complex distributions of micro-
scale properties characteristic of either knowledge or
knowledge producers, and to simulate their evolution
nearly exactly.

At the other extreme, one can envision rate-equation
models of knowledge production in which a limited set of
key variables interact and evolve. The simplest of these
might be that of growth economists, in which knowledge
is sometimes lumped into a single “labor-augmenting
technology” variable (Jones, 2002). The next simplest
of these might be Pasteur’s quadrant (Stokes, 1997), in
which knowledge is decomposed into four quadrants:
Bohr’s quadrant (non-use-inspired fundamental under-

standing), Pasteur’s quadrant (use-inspired fundamental
understanding), Edison’s quadrant (use-inspired non-
fundamental understanding), and an un-named quadrant
(non-use-inspired non-fundamental understanding). In
cy 37 (2008) 330–352

this progression of models, Galileo’s stream, with its
eighteen streams, might be viewed as the next–next sim-
plest.

Nevertheless, Galileo’s stream is still rate-equation
based, is still relatively coarse grained, and may still be
inadequate to provide a realistic model for the dynam-
ics of knowledge production. In the long run, it may be
necessary to combine rate-equation models with network
models. The network models would provide fine-grained
micro-scale insight, and the rate equations would provide
coarse-grained macro-scale insight into the evolution of
mean-field properties of the network (Barabasi et al.,
1999). Ideally, some of those mean-field properties will
naturally map to the various streams of the Galileo’s
stream framework. However, it is certainly possible that
the mean-field properties end up naturally mapping in
some other way, leading to an alternative macro-scale
framework for knowledge production.

5.3. Measurements

A final important caveat is whether the framework, at
this point a purely theoretical construct, can be compared
to measurements, and thus either falsified or provision-
ally verified. This issue is not unique to the Galileo’s
stream framework, of course. However, in the absence of
a connection to measurement, the framework can never
be said to be right or wrong, and its usefulness limited
to that of a framework on which to hang anecdotes or
qualitative case histories.

We cautiously suggest two possible approaches, nei-
ther, unfortunately, without difficulties.

A first approach could be based on the methodology
discussed in Section 2.4, in which text-based descrip-
tions of knowledge-production work is used to map that
work into one or more knowledge-production streams.
The descriptions could be in the form of calls for propos-
als (as in Section 2.4), the proposals themselves, progress
reports, progress evaluations, or final reports. A diffi-
culty with this approach, however, is that, intentionally
or unintentionally, researchers are not always accurate
in self-assessing their own work.

A second approach could be based on the use of
knowledge-discovery-in-databases (KDD) (Fayyad et
al., 1996), social/bibliometric indicators (Godin, 2003),
or publication and patent citation patterns (Garfield,
1955). It may be possible, e.g., to characterize a
publication or patent as belonging to one or more

knowledge-production streams through numerical anal-
ysis of its backward (bibliometric) or forward citation
pattern. A difficulty with this approach, however, is that
such citation patterns take time to accumulate, so that
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omparisons may be limited to historical, not current,
ata.

Moreover, with both of these approaches, signifi-
ant additional difficulties are that: they apply mainly to
nowledge production that is codified, rather than tacit;
nd they may not readily apply to the societal use and
ehavior knowledge-production streams.

. Summary

In this paper, we have introduced Galileo’s stream,
“layered” framework for understanding knowledge

roduction. The framework basically consists of a
nowledge-production “space,” within which exist eigh-
een distinct knowledge-production streams, all linked
ogether into a dynamically evolving system. We are cau-
iously optimistic that the framework, though abstract
nd highly idealized, will be helpful in quantitative
odeling and understanding of knowledge production.
owever, it remains to be seen whether various difficul-

ies associated with the framework can be surmounted,
r whether its usefulness will be limited to that of a
ramework on which to hang anecdotes or qualitative
ase histories.
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